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CHAPTER IX: 
 THE ETHICS OF SUSTAINABILITY 

 

“Non-violence leads to the highest ethics, which is the 
goal of all evolution. Until we stop harming all other living 

beings, we are still savages.” —Thomas A. Edison 

“People who are truly strong lift others up. People who 
are truly powerful bring others together.” —Michelle 

Obama 

“Let me give you a definition of ethics: It is 
good to maintain and further life, it is bad to 

damage and destroy life.” —Albert 
Schweitzer 

“The more clearly we can focus our attention on the 
wonders and realities of the universe about us, the less 

taste we shall have for destruction.” — Rachel Carson 

  

n the last chapters, it was shown where the frontier of 
development lies and, thus, where we should move the paradigm 
of leadership. 

On that frontier, which is determined by the level of human 
consciousness, we also have to take into account the issues of ethics 
and morals.  Considerations of ethics will enable leaders to change or 
revert the critical path of development and human transformation.  It 

I 
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is in this context of ethics and morals that a true leader establishes the 
grounds to pass from ‘what it is’ to ‘what it should be’.  It is at the level 
of the collective where this unique leader will be able to create a 
citizen’s ethic-culture (or a corporate’s ethics-culture) which, in turn, 
will bring to the fore a series of issues that are often forgotten by other 
leaders (see below).  

The same applies to governance of the global commons.  As we 
observe today, it is undesirable that the governance of global public 
goods, for example, is often exercised within an ethical and moral 
vacuum.  We would expect that a truly conscious leader will support 
a path towards “ethical governance”. 

This is relevant as leaders have to define the “objective function” 
of leadership and, thus, define the optimal ways society has to allocate 
and conserve all forms of available capital, which participates in the 
development process.  In other words, we cannot have leaders that 
allow the practice of economics and politics also within an ethical and 
moral vacuum. 

To illustrate this, let as list some of the areas and issues that have 
the greatest ethical connotations in sustainable development: 

The importance to commit everyone to a ‘life manifesto’ (all forms 
of life). 

Decision making has many distinctive impacts.  Thus, in 
measuring or valuing the potential impacts of the leaders’ actions, one 
must take into consideration the impacts on all human beings, all 
sentient beings and nature.   Then, the essence of this manifesto of 
life is not an anthropocentric view of sustainability and conscious 
development.  The conscious leader must embrace all forms of life 
that exist on the planet and all must be considered. 
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The genuine concern for all future generations. 

As expressed in Brundtland's definition of sustainable 
development, societies must take into account all future generations. 
It is central to pass-on to them a ‘healed planet’, with a composition 
of ecological and environmental goods and services as good as we 
received it from previous generations, and hopefully much 
better.  This implies to account for benefits and costs over a long 
period of time, far into the future.  This is not just philanthropy.  This 
ethical imperative demands actions now, accompanied with various 
decisions, investments, policies, and programs. Significant resources 
have to spend now to yield adequate net benefits in the future. 

The need to understand and self-realize that the Planet Earth is not 
a thing but a living entity. 

The earth is a living being full of consciousness and life.  The 
neoliberal system commodifies most elements of life, including 
nature.  Sentient beings are things.  The Earth is a big thing.  This 
(reification) means that when we speak of sustainable development, 
we are speaking of relationships between a conscious being (the 
human being), with a bunch of things that do not have true life and 
true consciousness.  This is not acceptable and, once human beings 
increase their levels of consciousness, this is not true.  Every aspect of 
life on this planet is alive and possesses consciousness.  When we self-
realize that the Earth is a living being, the leader for sustainable 
development (this conscious leader) must walk a completely different 
road map!  Sustainability as a collection of infinite interactions of 
various forms and levels of consciousness. 

The imperative to define, in a collective and consensual way, the 
limits of human beings’ interventions and transformation of nature.  

How many more natural forests systems are to be depleted, to use 
wood in housing and furniture? Is there a limit? Who sets that limit 
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and how is the limit respected?  Also, until when will we continue to 
deplete our biodiversity, including all-natural species (flora and 
fauna)?  Nobody should lead without at least being aware of this 
ethical dilemma.  This is an ethical dilemma about sitting 
consumption, production and trade boundaries.  The impacts of 
those activities go far beyond the physical buildings of governments 
and corporations.  Similarly, the impacts of cutting the natural forest 
beyond a certain sustainable level, will affect every being over space 
and time. 

The challenge we are facing with regard to the management of our 
global public goods. 

These are the goods on this planet that belong to all of us as a 
collective humanity and sentient beings: climate, ozone layer, oceans, 
glaciers, water, air, mountains, peace, stability, security, and so on. 
How shall we manage these goods?  How will the leaders of the future 
face and propose to manage these goods?  This is a major ethical 
dilemma which is aggravated by the forms of governance that exist 
today on the global scene.  For the moment, there is not a level of 
global consciousness so that our global public goods benefit all beings 
and not just a very few like today.  Conscious leaders will have to 
emerge and propose solutions. 

The recognition, quantification and settlement of the ecological debt 
between the developed and developing countries. 

Most countries are not paying the true social and human costs of 
appropriating, using and depleting the natural resources of other 
countries, nor the embodied cost of pollution, climate change, and 
ozone layer depletion which have their origin in just a few 
countries.  Parity must return and this debt is to be addressed 
comprehensively.  This raises major issues of ‘ecological justice’, as 
many of the environmental problems are paired with social impacts 
of all sorts. 
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The great democratic deficit as a result of how international 
organizations function and how local environmental organizations 
are positioned in a given society.   

International organizations are very much controlled by a handful 
of developed countries, and this creates a deficit when it comes to 
addressing problems and settle disputes.  Examples abound within 
the UN context, the World Bank, and the World Trade 
Organization, just to name a few. The same situation happens in the 
countries, where the ministries of environment have no real traction 
or power to make the crucial decisions regarding development 
sustainability.   

Furthermore, these ministries do not have decent budgets, 
adequate human resources, etc.  A true environmental democracy 
must emerge from this new paradigm of conscious leadership. Today, 
this democracy is totally dominated by economics (economic values) 
and the market.  Thus, we are seeing a major confrontation between 
Natural Law and the Law of the market, as these have very different 
sets of incentives, mechanisms, instruments, and declared 
behavior.  The economic calculus must be merged with and ethics 
calculus; this is called Ethicnomics! 

The asymmetric impacts of the negative-external-effects created as a 
result of production, consumption, trade, marketing, fear… 

This asymmetry is born from the fact that the originating entity (the 
origin) of these negative externalities is not necessarily the same who 
has to bear the costs (the incidence). This happens everywhere, and 
has major ethical connotations as the origin often does not pay the 
costs of, for example, pollution.  Where do the boundaries of a 
corporation or a country lie?  Is it ethically correct to an upstream 
user of water to pollute the water for those downstream?  Leadership 
will play a vital role in answering these moral and ethical questions. 
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The impacts of environmental deterioration and destruction of our 
social identity and our identity as a nation. 

Changes in our natural resources, scenery, climate, and the like 
are great contributors to changes in social structures, inclusion and 
cohesion in our societies, neighborhoods, creation of communities, 
strengthening and empowerment of citizens, and rural 
existence.  Sustainable development does not only include an 
economic change; sustainability embodies also major changes in the 
level and composition of our social capital: organizations, incentives, 
culture, human rights, traditions, etc., in addition to all aspects 
included in the ‘human factor’.  Destruction of our environment does 
not only ruin our material level of welfare but also progressively 
decays our spiritual well-being.  We are not just another factor of 
production.  We are conscious beings.  It is unethical to impose only 
materially-based-criteria for decision making. 

The negative impacts on our food and nutrition. 

Every being has the right to clean and healthy food.  This is a 
human right, as many others: civil and political rights, the right to life, 
the right to a clean environment, the right to education and health, 
the right to water, etc.   Today, most of our foods are contaminated 
and, thus, they are not healthy.  This is the result of using pesticides, 
herbicides, agrochemicals, additives, addictive substances, colorants, 
etc.  Also, we are confronting serious issues with regards to the use of 
GMO seeds, because of the potential implications for our physical 
and mental health, and of the survival of local and indigenous 
people’s communities. 

The paradigm on leadership to be followed cannot avoid including 
ethical issues and concerns as an integral component.  Three of them 
remain crucial to this new type of leadership: 
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1. ECO-MORALITY 

The moral imperative of sustainable development forces us to think 
of a very different type of leader.  To exercise leadership in a moral 
vacuum is the road to global disaster.  All the attributes of sustainable 
development embrace a moral content, a moral challenge, a moral 
calculus.  Not all is purely economics, material, and have more. 

2. ETHICNOMICS 

Economics and ethics have to be one, to be able to lead on matters 
such as global warming, biodiversity depletion, etc.  The new leader 
will have to build the bridges between economics and ethics and 
create a new form of calculus for decision making: Ethicnomics.  The 
ethics of economics and the economics of ethics. 

3. ECO-LITERACY 

Sustainable leadership will not come about from one day to the 
other.  One will have to create a social grammar, and a culture of 
sustainability.  This is eco-literacy and should be an integral 
component of education, health, nutrition, and almost any human 
activity. 
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Figure 12: The Pyramid of Consciousness for Ethical Leadership 

ETHICS OF SUSTAINABILITY AND LEADERS FOR PROSPERITY 

 Aristotle had envisioned the importance of realized conscious 
leadership called eudaimonia. It is a Greek word commonly 
translated as “happiness”, “well-being” or prosperity but a more 
accurate translation would be “blessedness”. This a moral pinnacle 
for flourishing and realization and a culminating level of 
consciousness. It can be achieved through the previous levels called 
pronesis and arete. Phronesis is a type of wisdom relevant to practical 
action sometimes referred to as “practical virtue”. It is about moral 
practice as wisdom-intelligence in relation to habits for sustainability 
leadership and implies both good judgement and excellence of 
character. Arete is an ancient Greek word meaning excellence or 
virtue often used to signify the goal of education. If this is a trajectory 
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for ethical leadership, what are the virtues, habits and self-realization 
journey necessary to leaders to become more effective in today’s 
sustainability challenges? Ethics for sustainable development 
leadership is therefore developed and assessed along two trajectories. 
First, how do the leaders’ personal/professional values align with the 
values and principles of sustainability? Second, how do the leader’s 
executive/systemic capacity align with humanity’s shared 
responsibility for the common good?  

Before we address the characteristics that define leadership 
through sustainability practices and conscious awareness, we need to 
ask a couple of questions. What characteristics define the virtue and 
values for moral excellence in the context of sustainable 
development? What are the principles and organizational (corporate) 
conditions that would promote well-being and prosperity for all? The 
next two chapters will address these questions clarifying the principles 
of sustainability and the conditions for a sustainability-centered and 
socially responsible corporation.  



 

 

CHAPTER XVI: 
 FUNDAMENTALS OF LEADERSHIP 

 

“The central, most telling question to ask a leader is, 
whom do you serve? Asking the question whom do you 

serve? is a powerful vector on which to build a useful 
typology of six levels of leadership: Sociopath, 

Opportunist, Chameleon, Achiever, Builder, and 
Transcendent. Level-six leaders transcend their political 

party, their ethnic or racial group, and even their 
institutions. They focus on how to benefit all of society. 

These are "global citizens."  

— Mitch Maidique 

 "A leader is best when people barely know he exists. 
When his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say: we 

did it ourselves."  

— Lao Tzu 

“The two most important days in your life are the day you 
are born and the day you find out why.”  

—Mark Twain 

  

o enter into the space of leadership is a rather complex 
matter. One would have to cover immense space to do justice 
to the present debate.  Thus, several theoretical and T 
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paradigmatic aspects of existing approaches will not be treated 
comprehensively here.  The main attention will be on the SL 
paradigm. 

SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS 

The term ‘leadership’ has been used and abused.  All sorts of 
definitions are being put forth to the general public, even to say that 
leadership is a form of good governance.  It is as if leadership can be 
anything and contain everything. 

We have rescued a few definitions for the layperson and for a 
rapid understanding of what we are talking about.  One, leadership as 
a process to lead, guide and influence the behavior and actions of 
others in relationship to objectives and goals.  Two, leadership as the 
opportunity to influence behavior of others, via new visions, 
intentions and language.  Like a form of real persuasion in the core 
of the human factor. 

For the most functional minds, leadership is an important factor 
of production, and as such most leadership models have followed the 
incentives and the laws of the market.  This is why we see how 
corporate leadership focuses so much on competitiveness, 
productivity, organizational change, incentives to produce more, and 
consume more.  This is a form of leadership where “more is better”. 

KEY LEADERSHIP THEORIES 

In addition to the above, it is relevant at least to mention the most 
important leadership theories, with the understanding that this 
presentation only represents the tip of a huge iceberg.  Herewith 
some of these theories. 
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Figure 20: The Leadership Theories Evolution 

The experts say that there are too many leadership theories; however, 
most of them can be classified into eight significant groups:  

First, the Great Man Theory, which says that the great leaders are 
born as a leader.  Thus, the capacity to be a good leader is inherent 
to that person.  A concept rooted in male energy.  

Second, the Traits Theory, which focuses on attributes that seem 
to be characteristic of a leader.  Thus, the attention on these attributes 
of leaders.  Some have written a lot about the traits of ‘effective 
leaders’, and based on those, many generalizations are made. It is also 
said that a leader can be made and molded.  

Third, the Contingency Theory, which pays attention to those 
aspects that are related to the environment where leadership is 
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exercised.  Thus, the environment is an intervening variable in 
shaping up different styles of leadership.  

Fourth, the Situational Theory, which emphasizes the uniqueness 
of a situation; e.g., who knows best and exercising a more centralized 
form of leadership, or where the collective is more active, demanding 
a more even form of leadership.  

Fifth, the Behavioral Theory, which is based upon the belief that 
leaders are made and not necessarily born.  Thus, more focus on 
what the leader does (action oriented) than on its attributes.  

Sixth, the Participative Theory, which advocates that a good style 
of leadership is nurtured by inputs from others (leaders and 
followers).  This improves that relationship and creates more effective 
decision-making processes. 

Seventh, the Business Management Theory, which we have 
addressed above, and that focuses on key corporate functions 
including performance, competitiveness, supervision, organizational 
structures…  Because of the nature of business, leadership is often 
exercised by a series of incentives and ‘carrots and sticks’. 

Eighth, the Relationship Theory, which focuses strongly in 
understanding the relationships that exist between leaders and 
followers.  This is a collective form of leadership.  The key 
ingredients are inspiration, inspiration, and traction.  Here, there is a 
notion of maximizing people’s potential. 

CONSCIOUS SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP (CSL) 

Herewith the essence of the CSL paradigm: 

1. While this chapter intends to strengthen the SL paradigm, the 
totality of this chapter begins to suggest a new paradigm for 
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sustainability leadership: “Conscious Sustainability Leadership 
(CSL)”.  SL as stated now is of the same nature of the paradigm of 
management leadership, but to be applied in a different context. 

2. CSL is, in essence, rooted into the inner transformation of 
leaders.  Not only their outer experience, in the outer environment, 
but also their inner experience, in the inner environment.  This 
confirms the importance of the inter-relationship between our inner 
ecology and our outer ecology.  This awareness induces us to aspire 
to an enlightened form of leadership: awareness of the outer and of 
the inner. 

3. CSL is not an individual state of reality.  Actually, the individual 
aspects are only a small proportion of the total.  The total contains a 
very important collective state of reality; a theme running through this 
entire proposal.  Leadership is not only about the leader but also 
about the followers.  It is a mutual state of existence. 

4. CSL of the future cannot be a male-energy-based paradigm.  It 
is imperative to understand leadership as a fruit of the feminine: 
feminine energy, feminine qualities of leaders, feminine foundations 
of leadership, the feminine perspectives and components of 
sustainable development, etc.  It will be this feminine energy the one 
that will bring together our material and spiritual realities. 

5. CSL is a form of leadership with no spatial or inter-temporal 
boundaries. The global extension of leadership includes not only 
geographical areas (the countries, the regions, and the planet), but it 
also draws down boundaries with regard to the key actors –human 
beings and all sentient beings—and with regard to its influence on the 
quality of life of future generations.  Another key feature within the 
realm of leadership for sustainable development. 

6. In writing this note, I am fully aware of the powerful influence 
of western culture on the leadership debate.  Perhaps, too much.  It 
is time we expand and embrace eastern philosophies and cultures and 
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enrich the debate on sustainability.  Here, we have made some efforts 
to distill some of the contributions of a paradigm such as Buddhism.  
A whole book could be written about Buddhist Leadership.  

7. Perhaps, the most important ingredient of the SL paradigm rests 
on the need to connect—time after time—the local and the global 
aspects of sustainability.  Such effort is to be carried out 
understanding that while these are interconnected, they are 
completely different realities.  Thus, the many famous phrases in our 
social grammar (e.g., “think globally, act locally”).  This necessitates 
the creation of a global platform for leadership; today, non-
existing.  The global dimensions are not trivial to address: global 
awareness, global cooperation, global governance and institutions.  A 
lot has been written on each and every aspect of these global aspects 
of leadership.  In other words, global leadership is a composite of 
different ingredients. 

8. Humanity is having to handle high levels of complexities.  Just 
think about global warming and climate change.  Everything must be 
included.  All actors need to be involved.  And, every aspect of our 
lives is to be modified and transformed.  These are not marginal 
moves.  These are deeply structural reforms.  This complexity 
demands a new form of leadership.  This complexity demands the 
expansion of human consciousness.  

9. To set global strategic directions still remains in a weak 
foundation.  To start with, few people have an understanding of the 
nature and scope of a world calculus and a world unit of account.  To 
attain these aspects of leadership, one would need to propose a very 
strong paradigm on collective leadership.  What is this collective 
leadership? What is good collective leadership? 

10.  The public-good nature and character of sustainability 
leadership versus other forms of leadership.  Sustainability leadership 
embodies a form of public good, as it is address to publics goods 
proper (e.g., oceans, climate, ozone layer, biodiversity), but also, the 
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lack of sustainability leadership or its inadequate implementation 
creates various “public bads” (e.g., pollution, global warming, 
resource depletion, poverty, diseases).  Its public good nature is a very 
unique feature of sustainability leadership. 

The above is not all.  The CSL involves also elements of Human 
leadership, Spiritual leadership, Conscious leadership, Values 
leadership, Love leadership, Ethical leadership, Moral leadership, 
Feminist leadership, Cultural leadership, Ethnic leadership, 
Wholeness leadership, Ecological leadership, and Organizational 
leadership. 

 

Figure 21: The Elements of CSL 

In a society governed by citizens, a hierarchical concept of a leader 
has no meaning, particularly when the expectations are that 
leadership has to translate into empowerment.  Because of this, some 
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have suggested that worrying too much about who are true “leaders”, 
and who are not, does not make much sense. 

Finally, we would like to point out how weak is the literature on 
sustainability leadership, by saying that sustainable development is not 
the topping of the cake, or the jewel in the crown.  It is the cake and 
it is the crown.  It is all and, thus, the debate has to penetrate politics, 
economics, social change, poverty, foreign policy, creation of 
communities, creation of a conservation culture, creating a 
humanistic whole, moving towards caring economics, promoting 
other forms of values, creating a space for “ecofeminism”. 

We do not want to be critical, but most of them are very similar, 
and some of the debates are devoted to splitting hairs.  Today, we do 
not even distinguish well between sustainability leadership and 
ecological/environmental leadership.  It is evident that these are not 
the same; but writers tend to put everything in one bag. 

It is clear to me that in the future we will have to define whether 
SL is an attribute or a philosophy, a core value or a value system, a 
state of awareness, etc.  The role of neurosciences and quantum 
leadership models are to be taken into account. 

In the corporate world, much attention should be paid to how one 
systematically brings sustainability concerns into the core of a business 
model, and how one recognizes the importance of sustainability as a 
factor to organizational transformation. 

LEADERSHIP, JUSTICE AND RIGHTS 

We live in a society where rights are central responsibilities to the 
attainment of objectives and goals of development.  These are not just 
Civil and Political Rights, though extremely relevant, particularly on 
debates about the rights to life and the rights to a decent and clean 
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environment.  In fact, we agree with those who have proposed that 
leadership and sustainable development acquire a new meaning 
within what is called “The Right Based Approach to Development”. 
This is an approach not based on the market and the excessive 
translations into commodities and values.  For example, education is 
not a commodity, it is a right and, thus, it is not to be implemented 
guided by a profit-making criterion.  People have the right to free 
education. 

The key concern here is with the rights of sentient beings and 
nature.  We know that some countries, like Ecuador, have already 
declared the rights to nature; a crucial outcome of sustainability 
leadership. 

Concomitant to this is the whole process of empowerment of 
citizens, everywhere.   Most people want to be part of the change 
proposed here.  This proposal changes completely the type of 
leadership one is to exercise within the human collective.  Perhaps, 
this suggests major reforms, including those reforms that would lead 
to a very different process of industrialization.  A new revolution 
where the critical path we have to walk through is from steam engines 
to the highest levels of human consciousness.  This is when 
leadership becomes central to the formation and strengthening of 
communities. 

It is impossible to even start a debate on sustainability leadership 
without including the development paradigm advocated by 
indigenous peoples, women, youth and senior citizens.  All, have 
powerful visions that are to be considered, and integrated into the 
whole debate on the formation of leaders and leadership. These are 
powerful examples of how the social and environmental concerns go 
hand in hand. 

Finally, nothing of leadership at the collective level will be 
implemented without political commitment.  This opens a huge 
debate on the linkages between sustainability leadership and political 
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leadership.  Can one go against the other?  A big dilemma today.  
This raises even more questions regarding leadership at the collective 
level. 

BOX 5: COMMON LEADERSHIP STYLES AND THEORIES 

Here are some leadership theories which also reflect what we have observed first 
hand in our professional experiences. These brief summaries can help us reflect 
on our own preferred style in relation to our call for leadership and sustainability 
and perhaps consider a different leadership style if a new leadership approach is 
needed to address the needs of your organization.28  

Visionary (Systemic) Leadership: This type of leadership reflects 
characteristics of leadership that should be common in everyone but certain 
leaders simply excel at this. Systems thinking is an essential mind-set and skill-
set for today’s leaders who aspire to make social impact and sustainable 
development changes. The leader is expected to know political, economic, social, 
cultural and other systems affected and effecting change. The advantage of this 
visionary / systemic leadership style is the ability to engage and communicate an 
idea in an enthusiastic and vibrant way with a variety of stakeholders. The 
disadvantage of this leadership style is that it requires the leader to engage 
beyond their own sector and immediate level of expertise. The visionary / 
systemic leader style finds a good fit with someone leading a new initiative or the 
drama of changing contexts.  

Entrepreneur (Charismatic) Leadership: This type of leadership presents 
characteristics of a founder and someone who is able to begin, design and 
implement projects, organization and initiatives that inspire others. The leader is 
expected to convey an engaging message to shareholders and stakeholders and 
the followers who are expected to trust the charismatic proposition. The 
advantage of entrepreneur / charismatic leadership style is to promote socially 
and sustainability beneficial innovations. The disadvantage is that the initiatives 
may not be scalable and impactful in the long-run and the leader may not be able 
to lead the initiative into more mature levels of its created organizations / 
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institutions. Entrepreneur / charismatic leaders are valued in innovative and 
change-seeking situations.  

Delegating (Laissez-Faire) Leadership: This type of leadership is the opposite 
of autocratic leadership. This style works well with well trained and experienced 
employees who do not require much supervision or interference from the leader 
to accomplish their work. The advantage of this style of leadership is that it 
provides an opportunity for the employees / followers to be creative in their work 
as well as grow as leaders themselves. The disadvantage is that when there is a 
need for directions the established routine of non-interference may be hard to 
change. Delegating / laissez-faire leaders are most effective when the 
organization / initiative is mature enough to share its sense of ownership and 
responsibility.   

Autocratic (Authoritarian) Leadership: This type of leadership is the opposite 
of delegating leadership. It is the style of someone who is focused almost entirely 
on results and efficiency. The leader is expected to know the know what needs to 
be done and the follower is expected to follow the commands without question. 
The advantage of this is to be able to lead people and organizations in times of 
crisis and emergencies when prompt decisions need to be made firmly and 
immediately. The disadvantage is that it discourages or impedes workers / 
followers’ creativity and innovation. The autocratic / authoritarian leaders are 
much appreciated in times of emergency and in high power-distance cultures.  
This type of leadership style stunts a productive work environment for many 
workers. 

Participative (Democratic) Leadership: This type of leadership presents a 
balance between the autocratic (controlling) and the delegating (laissez- faire). It 
works well in engaged workplaces and organizations desiring innovation. The 
leader is expected to seek the inputs and the follower is expected to actively 
contribute to the decision-making process. The advantage of participative 
leadership is that followers are engaged as they feel they are making a significant 
contribution. The disadvantage is that it may slow down the processes when 
decisions need to be made quickly or when followers are unprepared or 
uninformed. The participative / democratic leaders are much appreciated in 
participatory processes of decision making and in low-power distance cultures.  
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Coaching (Mentoring) Leadership: This type of leadership is of someone who 
can easily recognize the workers / followers’ values, strengths, weaknesses and 
motivations to set smart goals and give feedback to encourage growth. The leader 
is expected to be a good listener and the followers are expected to own their own 
leadership development journey. The advantage of this coaching leadership style 
is that it creates a positive and motivating environment. The disadvantage is that, 
unfortunately, this is an underutilized style because it can be time-intensive. The 
coaching / mentoring leaders are much appreciated when educational and 
personal growth are priorities in organizations and in more individualistic 
cultures.  

Performance (Pacesetter) Leadership: This type of leadership style is usually 
helpful in later stages of organizational developments when the primary concern 
is productivity and efficiency. The leader is expected to know the production 
process well and set clear expectations with targeted goals and indicators for 
measuring performance and the followers should be competent managers and 
workers who know how to deliver. The advantage of the performance / pacesetter 
leadership style is to elevate the organization / initiative into a high level of 
productivity, scalability and impact. The disadvantage is that it may make short-
sighted decisions while privileging opportunistic partnerships and fostering 
sterile relations. The performance / pacesetter leaders are much appreciated in 
scalable initiatives, growing organizations, and where the cultural values are more 
on profit, productivity and performance.  

Adaptive (Situational) Leadership: This type of leadership style is capable of 
adapting diverse responses and relations based on the situation. The leader is 
expected to understated the organizational needs, the political opportunities and 
cultural contexts and the followers are expected to accept the different treatment 
and standards across the organization and individuals. The advantage of the 
adaptive / situational leadership style is that the same leader could be the right 
person for diverse organizational stages, worker’s needs and sector’s 
constituencies. The disadvantage is that a jack-of-all-trades person may not be 
able to project authenticity and integrity. The adaptive / situational leaders are 
appreciated in ever changing and diverse eco-systems where specific situations 
need well thought out and diverse responses. 
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Bureaucratic (Transactional) Leadership: These types of leaders exemplify 
similar characteristics in their concern for following rules and procedures 
precisely. Following the contract and not-violating policies are more important 
than productivity and innovation. Usually predetermined monetary incentives or 
punishment mechanisms are used to enforce the agreements. Leaders are 
expected to stick to the rules and followers are expected to follow policies and 
their contracts. The advantage of bureaucratic / transactional leadership styles 
is that they are more effective in highly regulated industries or departments, such 
as finance, healthcare or government. The disadvantage is that it inhibits 
engagement and discourages creativity and innovation. The bureaucratic / 
transactional leaders are appreciated when there is a need for justice, 
accountability and transparency.   

Servant (Transformational) Leadership: The servant and transformational 
leadership styles are similar and we combine them here as they exhibit a similar 
attention to the common mission and aligned motivations of leaders / followers. 
The leader is expected to operate beyond self-interests and totally dedicated to 
the cause while followers are willing to engage beyond contractual or monetary 
rewards. The advantage of the servant / transformational leadership styles is 
that it engages the follower’s individual goals into the organization’s common 
cause and mission. The disadvantage is that these leaders may place importance 
on the big picture without the ability to manage critical individual needs and 
important operational details. The servant / transformational leaders are 
appreciated in high-purpose organizations and cultures who value the common 
good.  
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